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How Learner-directed Learning Developed through Collaborative 
Learning?: 
A Case Study of EPA Care Worker Candidates in a Japanese as a Second Lan-
guage Classroom
Yoshio Nakai
is research aims to reveal how learning developed through collaborative 
learning in learner-directed sessions, drawing on the data collected at a Japanese 
language institution for EPA care worker candidates in Osaka. ese candidates 
are enrolled in 6-month period of language training before going into training 
in institutions for caregiving.
In this Japanese language institution, Japanese language lessons and lectures 
on Japanese culture are provided. Apart from lessons and lectures, this institu-
tion sets up an extra one-hour session directed by learners in order to promote 
their autonomous learning. I took eld notes of how the learner-directed ses-
sions were going, and recorded what learners said during their time for reec-
tion of the sessions.
The data analysis shows that the learner’s organized and created their L2 
world through activities in learner-directed session. ey focused on language 
itself at rst but their L2 world gradually expanded to an L2 self related to their 
real life passing from the past to the future.
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